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2. Introduction 

Security is one of the primary requirements for Data Center deployments. There are 
many scenarios in which Application Control Engine (ACE) and Firewall Services Module 
(FWSM) can be deployed within a Data Center.  

 

This document discusses one such scenario where ACE can to be deployed in a NATed 
environment. FWSM is used in the core to segment off the inside and outside networks. 

 

The captured configuration and commands have been tested in a lab environment, the 
topology for which is shown in Figure 1. All core and distribution switches shown are 
Catalyst 6500s, access switches are Catalyst 4948s and the WAN routers are Cisco 7206 
VXR-G2. All Catalyst 6500s are running 12.2(18)SXF11 and WAN routers running 
12.4.17 mainline. 

 

The following assumptions are not shown in the drawing: 

- All inter-switch links show are port-channels, including the trunk links between 
core and distribution switches. 

- Core switches have dedicated VLAN for FWSM failover 

- Distribution switches have dedicated VLAN for ACE FT 
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3. Requirements 

The fundamental requirements here are mostly security and application availability. 
However, there are many different components of the network that interact together to 
achieve that goal. 

 

The requirements of the design are as follows: 

- All inbound traffic to the Data Center needs to be NATed and any selective 
outbound traffic also needs to be NATed for specific hosts. (FWSM is in front of 
MSFC) There will be one-to-one static NAT for all inside VIP addresses mapped 
to outside public addresses that clients access the applications. Static NAT is 
applicable for any inside hosts too (non-VIPs) 

- Routing scheme is such that there is distinct separation of routing domains. The 
following routing requirements will need to be implemented: 

o WAN routers will redistribute EIGRP learned routed from the branch sites 
into BGP 

o BGP will be running between WAN routers and Core SWs through the 
FWSM. This way the inside network is aware of the networks at the 
branch and would know how to get to them 

o The inside private network is OSPF. All hosts and networks sitting in the 
inside that needs to be accessed by the branches will be statically NATed 
at the firewall. When RHI is enabled, static routes will be redistributed into 
OSPF and then in turn OSPF networks will be redistributed in BGP. This is 
how the branch sites are aware as to how to get to the VIPs and/or inside 
hosts 

o Extensive use of distribute-lists, ACLs and route-maps to filter routes to 
prevent any routing loops, since we are doing mutual redistribution 
between protocols 

o All routing protocols will be authenticated, including BGP through the 
firewall 

- ACE will be configured for RHI so that the VIPs are advertised dynamically and 
then redistributed into OSPF to carry those routes upstream 

- The VIPs must be advertised out to the branch for reachability to the 
applications. This process must be dynamic, such that VIP routes are withdrawn 
at the branch site routes when the VIP is not reachable. 
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4. Reference Design 

The reference design is a smaller block off a larger Data Center design. This block could 
be, for example, hosted applications block or any services block. The architecture is a 
typical tiered design where there are defined WAN tiers too. In this case, the secure 
WAN could be anything, MPLS, DMVPN, GET, etc. The key here is that the branch sites 
should dynamically learn routes to the application VIPs when available or when primary 
VIP is down, should have an alternate path through another location (not the scope of 
this document). 
 

 
Figure 1: Reference Design 
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Since we are redistributing RHI routes into OSPF, CoreSW1/2 will have these routes in 
their global routing table as OSPF routes. There is no need to redistribute these RHI 
learned routes into BGP. This is because; there are static NAT statements in the firewall 
for these inside addresses and the firewall knows how to get to these via static routes 
in the firewall. For example: 
 
static (inside,outside) 172.1.10.9 44.1.10.9 netmask 255.255.255.255 
 
In this case, 44.1.10.9 is the inside VIP address and 172.1.10.9 is what the outside 
clients resolving to for this particular application hosted on ACE. Any traffic destined to 
172.1.10.9 would be NATed to 44.1.10.9 and then routed internally to ACE on DistSW1. 
 
In stable state, this is fine. However, if for some reason 44.1.10.9 is not available, how 
will the outside know not to route 172.1.10.9 traffic to the firewall? 
 
This is when IPSLA Object Tracking can be used to monitor the health of 172.1.10.9 to 
ensure that it responses to ICMP. As long as the inside IP is available the FWSM will 
respond to ICMP queries to the outside IP address. This tracking is done from 
WANEdgeR1 & R2. These routers are statically advertising the VIP/host routes to the 
branch site depending on VIP/host availability. 
 
In a failure situation where inside VIP is not reachable, first, RHI withdraws the VIP /32 
route on DistSW1. This ensures that 44.1.10.9 is no longer in the routing table of 
CoreSW1 & SW2. Second, the ICMP queries from WAN Edge routers fail.  This ensures 
that the tracked route via IPSLA is withdrawn. This in turn updates the branch site 
routes to withdraw so traffic is re-routed through alternate paths. 
 
Advantages of this design 
 

- Secure core design where all traffic is either NATed or inspected inbound & 
outbound, per security requirements. (Common for PCI compliant 
implementations) 

- End-to-end dynamic routing solution with traffic segmentation flexibility (ie: 
static NAT traffic or advertise via BGP). Flexibility between load-balanced traffic 
and non-load-balanced traffic. 

- Segmentation for security and load-balancing functions. No need to turn on 
inspections on the distribution devices and/or ACE. 

- Routing protocol and environment tuning can account for very fast convergence 
during failure conditions. (Possible BFD deployment) 

- Design is flexible enough to not require RHI configuration on ACE. If 
FWSM can reach the ACE/VIPs, this configuration would work without RHI. Static 
routes and/or network statements for RP may need to be configured to advertise 
the VIP subnets. 
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- Separation of routing domains where RP specific optimization can be 
implemented without affecting other routing domains. i.e.: OSPF attributes can 
be customized without effecting BGP or EIGRP. 

- This design can be used during application migration where VIP IP addresses 
cannot be changed. 

 
 
Dis-Advantages of this design 
 

- IPSLA/Tracking cannot track IP at port level. So, if VIP is active for multiple 
ports, and a single port is not available, this will not be reflected from a network 
perspective. 

- Environment could get complex based on the number of hosts that requires 
being NATed and tracked. 

- It might become administratively challenging during new VIP implementation 
where there are multiple network touch points, thus potential human error. 

- Troubleshooting can be challenging between multiple routing domains and 
multiple services devices. 

- Tracking limitation of up to 500 tracked instances (depending on code version). 
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5. Configuration & Verification 

(VIP is ACTIVE) 
 

RHI and VIP Verification on ACE device DistSW1 
 
Following configuration highlights that the VIP is active: 
 
--snip-- 
class-map match-all XYZ_TRANS_10_FTP 
  2 match virtual-address 44.1.10.1 tcp eq ftp 
class-map match-all XYZ_TRANS_10_HTTP 
  2 match virtual-address 44.1.10.9 tcp eq www 
class-map match-all XYZ_TRANS_10_Telnet 
  2 match virtual-address 44.1.10.2 tcp eq telnet 
--snip— 
 
DistSW1-ACE01# show service-policy 
Policy-map : XYZ_ALL_VIPS 
Status     : ACTIVE 
----------------------------------------- 
Interface: vlan 400 
  service-policy: XYZ_ALL_VIPS 
    class: XYZ_TRANS_10_Telnet 
      loadbalance: 
        L7 loadbalance policy: RR_PREDICTOR 
        VIP Route Metric     : 77 
        VIP Route Advertise  : ENABLED-WHEN-ACTIVE 
        VIP ICMP Reply       : ENABLED-WHEN-ACTIVE 
        VIP state: OUTOFSERVICE 
        curr conns       : 0         , hit count        : 15139 
        dropped conns    : 0 
        client pkt count : 270732    , client byte count: 11661353 
        server pkt count : 211768    , server byte count: 10014004 
    class: XYZ_TRANS_10_HTTP 
      loadbalance: 
        L7 loadbalance policy: LC_PREDICTOR 
        VIP Route Metric     : 77 
        VIP Route Advertise  : ENABLED-WHEN-ACTIVE 
        VIP ICMP Reply       : ENABLED-WHEN-ACTIVE 
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        VIP State: INSERVICE 
        curr conns       : 0         , hit count        : 114763 
        dropped conns    : 0 
        client pkt count : 573817    , client byte count: 47626725 
        server pkt count : 689019    , server byte count: 440020362 
 
 
Following verifies that VIP is advertised as a host route in MSFC for RHI on 
DistSW1: 
 
DistSW1#show ip route static 
     42.0.0.0/24 is subnetted, 2 subnets 
S       42.1.10.0 [1/0] via 42.1.100.101 
     44.0.0.0/32 is subnetted, 2 subnets 
S       44.1.10.1 [77/0] via 42.1.100.101, Vlan400 
S       44.1.10.9 [77/0] via 42.1.100.101, Vlan400 
     14.0.0.0/8 is variably subnetted, 2 subnets, 2 masks 
S       14.14.14.1/32 [1/0] via 14.14.14.14 
     30.0.0.0/24 is subnetted, 1 subnets 
S       30.1.1.0 [1/0] via 40.1.1.1 
                 [1/0] via 40.1.1.13 
 
The above static routes for the VIPs are redistributed into EIGRP and 
CoreSW1 learns these routes off DistSW1: 
 
CoreSW1#show ip route 44.1.10.9 
Routing entry for 44.1.10.9/32 
  Known via "eigrp 65001", distance 170, metric 2585856, type external 
  Redistributing via eigrp 65001 
  Advertised by bgp 65000 
  Last update from 40.1.1.2 on GigabitEthernet2/3, 1d01h ago 
  Routing Descriptor Blocks: 
  * 40.1.1.2, from 40.1.1.2, 1d01h ago, via GigabitEthernet2/3 
      Route metric is 2585856, traffic share count is 1 
      Total delay is 1010 microseconds, minimum bandwidth is 1000 Kbit 
      Reliability 255/255, minimum MTU 1500 bytes 
      Loading 1/255, Hops 1 
 
 
 
Static NAT statements for these VIPs are configured in the FWSM in CoreSW1 
such that outside public VIP is mapped to internal private VIP for that 
particular application. 
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CoreSW1-fwm01# show run static 
-- snip -- 
static (inside,outside) 172.18.32.252 172.18.32.252 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq 
static (inside,outside) 172.18.32.251 172.18.32.251 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq 
static (inside,outside) 38.1.1.5 38.1.1.5 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq 
static (inside,outside) 38.1.1.4 38.1.1.4 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq 
static (inside,outside) 172.1.10.2 44.1.10.2 netmask 255.255.255.255 
static (inside,outside) 172.1.10.9 44.1.10.9 netmask 255.255.255.255 
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.2 34.1.10.2 netmask 255.255.255.255 
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.3 34.1.10.3 netmask 255.255.255.255 
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.7 34.1.10.7 netmask 255.255.255.255 
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.8 34.1.10.8 netmask 255.255.255.255 
static (inside,outside) 172.1.10.1 44.1.10.1 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq 
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.1 34.1.10.1 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq 
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.6 34.1.10.6 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq 
static (inside,outside) 206.201.50.50 36.1.90.110 netmask 255.255.255.255 
-- snip -- 
 
VIP can be pinged internally from CoreSW1 
 
CoreSW1#ping 44.1.10.9 
Type escape sequence to abort. 
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 44.1.10.9, timeout is 2 seconds: 
!!!!! 
Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/1/1 ms 
 
 
IPSLA monitor on WANEdgeR1 tracking the static on FWSM marks 
reachability as up, and advertises the static tracked route. 
 
Following is the IP SLA configuration on WANEdgeR1 
 
-- snip -- 
ip sla monitor 109 
 type echo protocol ipIcmpEcho 172.1.10.9 source-interface GigabitEthernet1/0 
 timeout 750 
 frequency 1 
! 
track 109 rtr 109 reachability 
 delay down 15 up 60 
! 
ip route 172.1.10.9 255.255.255.255 172.18.32.254 track 109 
-- snip -- 
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Verifying to ensure tracking and reachability is up: 
 
WANEdgeR1#show track 109 
Track 109 
  Response Time Reporter 109 reachability 
  Reachability is Up 
    14 changes, last change 00:01:09 
  Delay up 60 secs, down 15 secs 
  Latest operation return code: OK 
  Latest RTT (millisecs) 1 
  Tracked by: 
    STATIC-IP-ROUTING 0 
 
 
WANEdgeR1#show ip sla monitor operational-state 109 
Entry number: 109 
Modification time: .13:32:56.756 EDT Fri Oct 26 2007 
Number of Octets Used by this Entry: 2272 
Number of operations attempted: 531810 
Number of operations skipped: 3 
Current seconds left in Life: Forever 
Operational state of entry: Active 
Last time this entry was reset: Never 
Connection loss occurred: FALSE 
Timeout occurred: FALSE 
Over thresholds occurred: FALSE 
Latest RTT (milliseconds): 1 
Latest operation start time: .17:16:28.876 EDT Thu Nov 1 2007 
Latest operation return code: OK 
RTT Values: 
RTTAvg: 1       RTTMin: 1       RTTMax: 1 
NumOfRTT: 1     RTTSum: 1       RTTSum2: 1 
 
 
The public NATed address on the FWSM can be pinged from WANEdgeR1: 
 
WANEdgeR1#ping 172.1.10.9 
Type escape sequence to abort. 
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 172.1.10.9, timeout is 2 seconds: 
!!!!! 
Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/1/4 ms 
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The public side IP address is advertised via static redistribution into EIGRP 
so that the VIP is reachable from the branch sites. This route is advertised 
because “track 109” is active. 
 
WANEdgeR1#show ip route 172.1.10.9 
Routing entry for 172.1.10.9/32 
  Known via "static", distance 1, metric 0 
  Redistributing via eigrp 65000 
  Advertised by eigrp 65000 route-map STATIC-TO-EIGRP 
  Routing Descriptor Blocks: 
  * 172.18.32.254 
      Route metric is 0, traffic share count is 1 
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(VIP is FAILED) 
 
Following section verifies that the solution automatically withdraws the VIP 
reachability when the VIP is down. 
 
The above ACE VIP we verified so far, is now down on DistSW1: 
 
DistSW1-ACE01# show service-policy | begin XYZ_TRANS_10_HTTP 
    class: XYZ_TRANS_10_HTTP 
      loadbalance: 
        L7 loadbalance policy: LC_PREDICTOR 
        VIP Route Metric     : 77 
        VIP Route Advertise  : ENABLED-WHEN-ACTIVE 
        VIP ICMP Reply       : ENABLED-WHEN-ACTIVE 
        VIP state: OUTOFSERVICE 
        curr conns       : 0         , hit count        : 0 
        dropped conns    : 0 
        client pkt count : 0         , client byte count: 0 
        server pkt count : 0         , server byte count: 0 
 
 
RHI route on DistSW1 MSFC is no longer there for VIP 44.1.10.9 and it 
cannot be pinged locally. 
 
DistSW1#show ip route static 
     42.0.0.0/24 is subnetted, 2 subnets 
S       42.1.10.0 [1/0] via 42.1.100.101 
     14.0.0.0/8 is variably subnetted, 2 subnets, 2 masks 
S       14.14.14.1/32 [1/0] via 14.14.14.14 
     30.0.0.0/24 is subnetted, 1 subnets 
S       30.1.1.0 [1/0] via 40.1.1.1 
                 [1/0] via 40.1.1.13 
 
DistSW1#ping 44.1.10.9 
Type escape sequence to abort. 
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 44.1.10.9, timeout is 2 seconds: 
..... 
Success rate is 0 percent (0/5) 
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WANEdgeR1 registers reachability down state when RHI withdraws the VIP 
route since the static NAT address on the FWSM is no longer reachable. 
 
Log message on WANEdgeR1 
Nov  1 17:25:34.202 EDT: %TRACKING-5-STATE: 109 rtr 109 reachability Up->Down 
 
WANEdgeR1#show track 109 
Track 109 
  Response Time Reporter 109 reachability 
  Reachability is Down 
    15 changes, last change 00:01:33 
  Delay up 60 secs, down 15 secs 
  Latest operation return code: Timeout 
  Tracked by: 
    STATIC-IP-ROUTING 0 
 
 
As we can see there is a series of events that happens for a working solution: 
 
1. VIP is active on ACE 
2. RHI host route is advertised 
3. Static RHI routes are redistributed into configured RP 
4. Routes advertised are learned in the global table of the MSFC of the switch where 
the FWSM resides 
5. FWSM entries map static NAT tables matching outside IP to the inside VIP 
6. WAN router with IP SLA enabled, tracks the reachability of the outside IP address 
residing on the FWSM 
7. WAN router then advertises a static route for the outside address 
8. Static route is redistributed into RP to advertise to remote sites for application 
 
With the configuration and verification demonstrated in this document, the 
above states are fully dynamic once all the configuration pieces are in place.  
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6. Conclusion 

This solution has been tested and provides great flexibility in designs where VIP 
addresses and/or application hosts needs to be NATed.  
 
When deploying this solution the code version on the device where IP SLA needs to be 
configured should be later IOS code. There are IP SLA command changes from “T” 
trains into mainline. Later code uses the “monitor” keyword for the configuration. 
 
Having RHI is an added benefit for the solution for automated VIP advertisement. 
Again, the solution described in this document uses RHI but it is not necessary to have 
RHI configured for this solution to work, hence the flexibility. 
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Appendix A: Configurations 

WANEdgeR1 

-- snip -- 
 
ip sla monitor 109 
 type echo protocol ipIcmpEcho 172.1.10.9 source-interface GigabitEthernet1/0 
 timeout 750 
 frequency 1 
ip sla monitor schedule 109 life forever start-time now 
! 
track 109 rtr 109 reachability 
 delay down 15 up 60 
! 
interface Loopback0 
 ip address 172.18.63.2 255.255.255.255 
! 
interface GigabitEthernet0/1 
 ip address 172.18.32.2 255.255.255.240 
 no ip redirects 
 no ip unreachables 
 no ip proxy-arp 
 ip hello-interval eigrp 65000 1 
 ip hold-time eigrp 65000 3 
 ip authentication mode eigrp 65000 md5 
 ip authentication key-chain eigrp 65000 ciscomd5key 
 load-interval 30 
 duplex auto 
 speed auto 
 media-type rj45 
 no negotiation auto 
! 
interface GigabitEthernet0/2 
 ip address 172.18.32.65 255.255.255.240 
 no ip redirects 
 no ip unreachables 
 no ip proxy-arp 
 ip hello-interval eigrp 65000 1 
 ip hold-time eigrp 65000 3 
 ip authentication mode eigrp 65000 md5 
 ip authentication key-chain eigrp 65000 ciscomd5key 
 load-interval 30 
 duplex auto 
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 speed auto 
 media-type rj45 
 no negotiation auto 
! 
interface GigabitEthernet0/3 
 ip address 172.18.32.81 255.255.255.240 
 no ip redirects 
 no ip unreachables 
 no ip proxy-arp 
 ip hello-interval eigrp 65000 1 
 ip hold-time eigrp 65000 3 
 ip authentication mode eigrp 65000 md5 
 ip authentication key-chain eigrp 65000 ciscomd5key 
 load-interval 30 
 duplex auto 
 speed auto 
 media-type gbic 
 negotiation auto 
! 
interface GigabitEthernet1/0 
 description G1/0 Client FWSM Vlan 55 
 ip address 172.18.32.251 255.255.255.248 
 no ip redirects 
 no ip unreachables 
 no ip proxy-arp 
 ip nbar protocol-discovery 
 load-interval 30 
 negotiation auto 
 standby 253 ip 172.18.32.250 
 standby 253 timers 1 3 
 standby 253 preempt 
 standby 253 authentication omagr253 
 service-policy input IPSetTos 
! 
router eigrp 65000 
 redistribute static route-map STATIC-TO-EIGRP 
 redistribute bgp 65535 route-map BGP-TO-EIGRP 
 passive-interface default 
 no passive-interface GigabitEthernet0/1 
 no passive-interface GigabitEthernet0/2 
 no passive-interface GigabitEthernet0/3 
 network 172.18.32.0 0.0.0.15 
 network 172.18.32.64 0.0.0.15 
 network 172.18.32.80 0.0.0.15 
 network 172.18.63.2 0.0.0.0 
 no auto-summary 
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! 
router bgp 65535 
 no synchronization 
 bgp log-neighbor-changes 
 bgp deterministic-med 
 bgp bestpath med missing-as-worst 
 network 10.143.0.0 mask 255.255.252.0 
 network 10.144.0.0 mask 255.240.0.0 
 network 10.145.0.0 mask 255.255.0.0 
 network 10.155.0.0 mask 255.255.0.0 
 network 10.165.0.0 mask 255.255.0.0 
 network 10.175.0.0 mask 255.255.0.0 
 network 10.185.0.0 mask 255.255.0.0 
 network 10.199.0.0 mask 255.255.0.0 
 network 172.18.32.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
 network 172.18.63.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
 network 172.19.32.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
 network 172.19.63.0 mask 255.255.255.0 
 neighbor CORENET peer-group 
 neighbor CORENET remote-as 65000 
 neighbor CORENET password cisco 
 neighbor CORENET ebgp-multihop 255 
 neighbor CORENET timers 3 9 
 neighbor CORENET soft-reconfiguration inbound 
 neighbor 38.1.1.4 peer-group CORENET 
 neighbor 38.1.1.5 peer-group CORENET 
 no auto-summary 
! 
ip forward-protocol nd 
ip route 172.1.10.9 255.255.255.255 172.18.32.254 track 109 
ip route 10.144.0.0 255.240.0.0 Null0 250 
ip route 10.145.0.0 255.255.0.0 Null0 250 
ip route 10.155.0.0 255.255.0.0 Null0 250 
ip route 10.165.0.0 255.255.0.0 Null0 250 
ip route 10.175.0.0 255.255.0.0 Null0 250 
ip route 10.185.0.0 255.255.0.0 Null0 250 
ip route 10.199.0.0 255.255.0.0 Null0 250 
ip route 38.1.1.4 255.255.255.255 172.18.32.254 
ip route 38.1.1.5 255.255.255.255 172.18.32.254 
ip route 172.1.0.0 255.255.0.0 172.18.32.254 250 
ip route 172.2.0.0 255.255.0.0 172.18.32.254 250 
ip route 206.201.50.50 255.255.255.255 172.18.32.254 
! 
ip bgp-community new-format 
! 
! 
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ip access-list standard ACL-PRIMARY-HOST 
 permit 44.1.10.1 
 permit 172.1.10.2 
 permit 172.1.10.1 
 permit 172.1.10.9 
 permit 46.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 
 permit 36.1.90.0 0.0.0.255 
 permit 36.1.93.0 0.0.0.255 
 permit 206.201.53.0 0.0.0.255 
ip access-list standard ACL-SECONDARY-HOST 
 permit 172.2.10.6 
 permit 172.2.10.7 
 permit 172.2.10.1 
 permit 172.2.10.2 
 permit 172.2.10.3 
 permit 172.2.10.8 
 permit 204.194.129.0 0.0.0.255 
 permit 206.201.50.0 0.0.0.255 
! 
ip access-list extended auth_traffic 
 permit tcp 206.201.50.0 0.0.0.255 any 
 permit tcp 206.201.53.0 0.0.0.255 any 
 permit tcp 172.1.10.0 0.0.0.255 any 
 permit tcp 172.2.10.0 0.0.0.255 any 
 permit tcp 204.194.129.0 0.0.0.255 any 
ip access-list extended settle_traffic 
 permit tcp any any range ftp-data ftp 
 permit tcp any range ftp-data ftp any 
 permit tcp any eq 1364 any 
 permit tcp any any eq 1364 
ip access-list extended tn3270_xml 
 deny   ip any any 
! 
route-map BGP-TO-EIGRP permit 10 
 description dca-SF primary host routes 
 match ip address ACL-PRIMARY-HOST 
 set metric 20 100 255 255 1500 
! 
route-map BGP-TO-EIGRP permit 20 
 description dca-SF secondary host routes 
 match ip address ACL-SECONDARY-HOST 
 set metric 20 150 255 255 1500 
! 
route-map STATIC-TO-EIGRP permit 10 
 description dca-SF primary host routes 
 match ip address ACL-PRIMARY-HOST 
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 set metric 20 100 255 255 1500 
! 
route-map STATIC-TO-EIGRP permit 20 
 description dca-SF secondary host routes 
 match ip address ACL-SECONDARY-HOST 
 set metric 20 150 255 255 1500 
! 
-- snip -- 
 
 

CoreSW1-FWM01 

 
-- snip -- 
! 
interface Vlan55 
 nameif outside 
 security-level 0 
 ip address 172.18.32.254 255.255.255.248 standby 172.18.32.253  
! 
interface Vlan56 
 nameif inside 
 security-level 100 
 ip address 30.1.1.254 255.255.255.248 standby 30.1.1.253  
! 
interface Vlan57 
 description LAN/STATE Failover Interface 
! 
access-list ACL_IN extended permit ip any host 206.201.50.50  
access-list ACL_IN extended permit ip any any log  
access-list ACL_IN extended permit icmp any any  
access-list ACL_IN extended permit tcp any eq www any eq www log  
access-list 198 extended permit tcp any any eq www  
access-list 198 extended permit tcp any eq www any  
! 
failover 
failover lan unit secondary 
failover lan interface failover Vlan57 
failover polltime unit msec 500 holdtime 3 
failover link failover Vlan57 
failover interface ip failover 192.168.100.1 255.255.255.252 standby 192.168.100.2 
icmp permit any outside 
icmp permit any inside 
no asdm history enable 
arp timeout 14400 
static (inside,outside) 172.18.32.252 172.18.32.252 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq  
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static (inside,outside) 172.18.32.251 172.18.32.251 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq  
static (inside,outside) 38.1.1.5 38.1.1.5 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq  
static (inside,outside) 38.1.1.4 38.1.1.4 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq  
static (inside,outside) 172.1.10.2 44.1.10.2 netmask 255.255.255.255  
static (inside,outside) 172.1.10.9 44.1.10.9 netmask 255.255.255.255  
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.2 34.1.10.2 netmask 255.255.255.255  
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.3 34.1.10.3 netmask 255.255.255.255  
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.7 34.1.10.7 netmask 255.255.255.255  
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.8 34.1.10.8 netmask 255.255.255.255  
static (inside,outside) 172.1.10.1 44.1.10.1 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq  
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.1 34.1.10.1 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq  
static (inside,outside) 172.2.10.6 34.1.10.6 netmask 255.255.255.255 norandomseq  
static (inside,outside) 206.201.50.50 36.1.90.110 netmask 255.255.255.255  
access-group ACL_IN in interface outside 
access-group ACL_IN in interface inside 
route outside 172.18.32.0 255.255.255.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 172.18.63.0 255.255.255.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 172.19.32.0 255.255.255.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 172.19.63.0 255.255.255.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 10.140.0.0 255.252.0.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 10.144.0.0 255.240.0.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 10.199.0.0 255.255.0.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 10.145.0.0 255.255.0.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 10.155.0.0 255.255.0.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 10.165.0.0 255.255.0.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 10.175.0.0 255.255.0.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route outside 10.185.0.0 255.255.0.0 172.18.32.250 1 
route inside 38.1.1.5 255.255.255.255 30.1.1.252 1 
route inside 38.1.1.4 255.255.255.255 30.1.1.251 1 
route inside 14.14.14.1 255.255.255.255 30.1.1.250 1 
route inside 44.1.10.0 255.255.255.0 30.1.1.250 1 
route inside 34.1.10.0 255.255.255.0 30.1.1.250 1 
route inside 42.1.10.0 255.255.255.0 30.1.1.250 1 
route inside 36.1.90.0 255.255.255.0 30.1.1.250 1 
route inside 36.1.93.0 255.255.255.0 30.1.1.250 1 
route inside 46.1.1.0 255.255.255.0 30.1.1.250 1 
timeout xlate 3:00:00 
timeout conn 1:00:00 half-closed 0:10:00 udp 0:02:00 icmp 0:00:02 
timeout sunrpc 0:10:00 h323 0:05:00 h225 1:00:00 mgcp 0:05:00 
timeout mgcp-pat 0:05:00 sip 0:30:00 sip_media 0:02:00 
timeout uauth 0:05:00 absolute 
! 
class-map inspection_default 
 match default-inspection-traffic 
class-map default 
! 
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policy-map global_policy 
 class inspection_default 
  inspect dns maximum-length 512  
  inspect h323 h225  
  inspect h323 ras  
  inspect netbios  
  inspect rsh  
  inspect skinny  
  inspect smtp  
  inspect sqlnet  
  inspect sunrpc  
  inspect tftp  
  inspect sip  
  inspect xdmcp  
! 
-- snip -- 
 

 

DistSW1-ACE01 

 

-- snip -- 
access-list everyone line 10 extended permit icmp any any  
access-list everyone line 20 extended permit ip any any  
 
 
probe tcp Dell_TCP 
  port 7734 
  interval 5 
  passdetect interval 2 
 
parameter-map type http Ixia 
  persistence-rebalance 
parameter-map type connection Ixia_Conn 
  set tcp timeout embryonic 600 
  set tcp mss min 0 max 1320 
  exceed-mss allow 
 
rserver host Testserver1 
  ip address 42.1.10.106 
  inservice 
rserver host Testserver2 
  ip address 42.1.10.107 
  inservice 
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serverfarm host Ixia_10_HTTP&SSL 
  probe Dell_TCP 
  rserver Testserver1 
    inservice 
  rserver Testserver2 
    inservice 
! 
class-map match-all XYZ_TRANS_10_HTTP 
  2 match virtual-address 44.1.10.9 tcp eq www  
class-map type management match-any remote-mgmt 
  10 match protocol ssh any 
  20 match protocol telnet any 
  30 match protocol icmp any 
  40 match protocol http any 
  50 match protocol https any 
 
policy-map type management first-match remote-access 
  class remote-mgmt 
    permit 
policy-map type loadbalance first-match LC_PREDICTOR 
  class class-default 
    serverfarm Ixia_10_HTTP&SSL 
policy-map multi-match XYZ_ALL_VIPS 
    class XYZ_TRANS_10_HTTP 
    loadbalance vip inservice 
    loadbalance policy LC_PREDICTOR 
    loadbalance vip icmp-reply active 
    loadbalance vip advertise active 
 
interface vlan 400 
  description Client VLAN 
  ip address 42.1.100.102 255.255.255.0 
  alias 42.1.100.101 255.255.255.0 
  peer ip address 42.1.100.103 255.255.255.0 
  access-group input everyone 
  access-group output everyone 
  service-policy input remote-access 
  service-policy input XYZ_ALL_VIPS 
  no shutdown 
interface vlan 425 
  description VLAN to OUTSIDE NOKIA INTERFACE 
  ip address 46.2.1.100 255.255.255.0 
  alias 46.2.1.101 255.255.255.0 
  peer ip address 46.2.1.102 255.255.255.0 
  access-group input everyone 
  access-group output everyone 
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  service-policy input remote-access 
  no shutdown 
 
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 42.1.100.1 
ip route 42.1.10.0 255.255.255.0 46.2.1.1 
 
-- snip --
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